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QMat students, professors and organizers at the kick-off meeting at ISIS on September 16th, 2020. Credits: M. Morgado.

Editorial:
We are excited to present you the sec-
ond edition of the QMat newsletter!
One and a half years have passed since
the first newsletter, and much has hap-
pened. Many events were held, two
new cohorts joined the QMat commu-
nity, and a pandemic struck the entire
world. In this double-issue, we sum-
marize the events before and during
the pandemic, and the different ways
in which Covid impacted QMat. Many
events could be held despite the pan-
demic albeit in a different setting, but
we also mention those that had to be
cancelled. We give a short outlook on
what the future will bring and hope
that many new activities will continue
to develop in the years to come. We
would also like to use this space to
to thank everyone who helped keep
QMat running during this difficult pe-
riod. Wishing you a pleasant reading!”.

MESSAGE FROM THE COOR-
DINATORS
The academic year is now well un-
der way, and we welcome 44 in-
coming students at the master level,
even though we miss ten international
members whose visa applications were
blocked by COVID issues. We hope
they can postpone their entrance to
the program and join us soon. This
year was a bit chaotic, owing to the
many limitations triggered by lock-
down and travel restrictions. However,
the future is bright. The QMat pro-
gram is now anyway well under way:
the QUSTEC European program that
strengthens our ties with neighbor in-
stitution in Germany and Switzerland,
and the recently awarded MOQS Euro-
pean training program are illustrations
of a build-up of a unique hub in Eu-
rope for Quantum Sciences and Materi-
als. Strong partnerships and programs
are being built with academic and in-
dustrial partners, with more to come.
Next year, the EUR QMat will include

the research program proposed to the
University of Strasbourg and will be a
leading ‘Interdisciplinary Thematic In-
stitute’ of the University, with related
funding for research and PhD grants
for the next 8 years.

PROF. BERNARD DOUDIN

RECENT ACTIVITIES

May and June 2019

MINI SYMPOSIA

In mid 2019, QMat was involved in the
organization of several mini symposia
on quantum computing and quantum
materials. In these mini symposia, sci-
entists are invited to present their cur-
rent research, and offer an opportunity
for students to get insight into state-
of-the-art research beyond the regular
curriculum.

In May, researchers from France,
Germany and Spain presented their
research on “Probing and controlling
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excitons with low-dimensional semi-
conductors in van der Waals materi-
als”.

Later in the same month, QMat
coordinator Prof. Shannon Whitlock
organized an interdisciplinary sympo-
sium on Quantum Computing with
participants from both physics and
computer science. This event was
aimed at bringing expertise from the
two fields together and resulted in
many interesting discussions between
attendees and the speakers from the
University of Stuttgart (Prof. S. Barz)
and the University of Strasbourg (Prof.
P. Collet, Prof. S. Whitlock and T. Win-
termantel).

In mid June, French researcher
Quentin Glorieux visited Strasbourg to
give a talk on quantum simulation. In
his presentation, he discussed whether
light can be used for quantum simula-
tion of superfluidity and even made the
connection to rotating black holes.

June 2019 & January 2020

PUBLIC OUTREACH EVENTS
In June 2019, QMat participated in
two events: For the celebration of 100
years ECPM on June 1, five dedicated
students presented QMat to the public
and supported the IPCMS delegation.

Later in the same month, QMat co-
ordinator Prof. Shannon Whitlock gave
a presentation about QMat and its mis-
sion at the Labex Science Day. He em-
phasized the advantages for QMat stu-
dents like travel grants to visit confer-
ences and other events for professional
development.

Finally, on the 30th and 31st of
January 2020, QMat students Antoine
Herrmann, Loïc Moczko and Denis
Janković were present to answer ques-
tions and advertize the QMat program
on the stand of the Faculty of Physics at
the Journées des Universités. This yearly
regional event is for high-schoolers, fu-
ture and current university students to
learn about the student life and the
different university programs proposed
by the various higher education institu-
tions in Alsace and nearby regions.

28 July to 2 Aug 2019

YOUNG ATOM OPTICIANS
From July 28th to August 2nd,
the Young Atom Opticians Confer-
ence (YAO) was held in Hamburg,

Germany. In this edition, the top-
ics were centered around topological
states with atoms, BEC, supersolids,
and droplet states. With the support
of a QMat travel grant, the master
student Manuel Morgado participated
in the YAO conference and presented
a poster. He also finds encouraging
words for other students that want to
visit the next YAO and bring the con-
ference to Strasbourg in the future:

“I feel optimistic that for the next
year more motivated Master-2 and en-
thusiastic PhD students will be willing to
attend the next YAO edition, in order to
present their research and propose Stras-
bourg for the edition of 2023. Based on
the support from QMat & YIG explaining
that Strasbourg represents a great and
wonderful host city for the conference.”

“Besides the scientific education, con-
ferences like this, offer great networking
opportunities for the students of QMat.
We would thus like to encourage even
more students to make use of the grants
offered by QMat. With many motivated
students, it might even be possible to
bring the YAO 2023 to Strasbourg. This
would be a great event and learning op-
portunity for anyone willing to organize
it.” – adds Denis Janković

YAO 2019 in Hamburg

August 24th to 31st 2019

<QUANTUM
FUTURE|ACADEMY 2019>
The “Quantum Future Academy” is
a Franco-German academy on quan-
tum technologies. QMat master stu-
dents Denis Janković and Bleuenn Bé-
goc were selected among only fifteen
French students to take part in this se-
lective binational summer school. On
top of that PhD QMat student Say-
ali Shevate was also part of the ad-
venture as a student coordinator of
the program. The QFA gave the op-
portunity to 30 selected Bachelor and
Master students to discover the con-
nection between quantum physics and

the development of new technologies.
In Germany (Karlsruhe, Saarbrücken)
and France (Strasbourg, Paris-Saclay),
they visited labs, workshops, high-end
conferences and meetings with compa-
nies interested in the development of
quantum technologies.

The participants of the QFA 2019. Source :
the organization committee and the

participants.

September 6th 2019

QUANTUM COMPUTING
SEMINAR
QMat master student Manuel Mor-
gado organized a short workshop on
Quantum Computing with the support
of QMat. For this seminar he invited
the IBM researchers Dr. James Woot-
ton and Dr. Panagiotis Barkoutsos to
Strasbourg to present their research
on quantum computing and in partic-
ular the open source QISKit library.
The event was a great success and fea-
tured interesting discussions with the
researchers in addition to the talks.

This is the first seminar of this
kind organized by a QMat student, and
hopefully other students will also take
advantage of the extraordinary oppor-
tunities and support offered by QMat
to organize such events. As the orga-
nizer himself points out:

“Thanks to QMat, it has been possi-
ble to bring experts from IBM Research
in Zurich to Strasbourg to explain this
great tool (QISKit) to everyone in the
QMat community and the general pub-
lic who is willing to attend.”

James Wooton presenting QISkit
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4 Oct 2019

SWISS QUANTUM INDUSTRY
DAY
Last October, QMat PhD student Su-
vidyakumar Homkar went to the Quan-
tum Industry day in Zurich, Switzer-
land to represent QMat and build new
industrial partnerships. He is one of the
students who profited from financial
support for visiting conferences. “The
main aim of this event was to gather
academic and industrial R&D partners
to foster exchange and accelerate the de-
velopment of new quantum products,” S.
Homkar states in an interview. As the
industry contact of QMat, he managed
to establish first contacts with different
companies on behalf of QMat.

The full interview with S. Homkar
can be found on the QMat website.

QMAT GOODIES
QMat PhD – then M2 – student Denis
Janković designed various new QMat
Goodies with the help of the previ-
ous program manager Zoé Bidaud. On
top of last year’s effort by QMat PhD
student David Wellnitz to create T-
shirts, QMat has now pens, pencils,
tottebags and mugs. Moreover ev-
ery student going on a QMat spon-
sored trip/stay can get an "Ambas-
sador Pack" including a backpack con-
taining a glass water bottle, a note-
book with pen, and a pencil – all QMat
branded!

Collage made by D. Janković

October 2019

QUANTUM HACKATHON
Last year in October, a “Hackathon”
event based on quantum technologies
were host in IdeaSquare of CERN in
Geneva, Switzerland called Quantum
Futures Hackathon. Where the master
student Manuel Morgado got selected

as one of 72 participants among more
than 400 applicants.

The main goal of the event was
the development of futuristic ideas us-
ing quantum technologies and applica-
tions (mostly concerning the contem-
porary challenges in the field). The
two-day hackathon started with sci-
entific introductory talks on Quan-
tum Innovation by J. Sherson from
Science@Home and Quantum Games
by J. Wootton from IBM Research in
Zurich and QISKit promoter, and a se-
lection of activities about how to de-
velop creativity and history for games
by P. Charlene.

One of the objectives of the
hackathon is that teams keep working
together on their projects even after
the event finished, since these projects
provide ambitious and innovative tech-
nology. I think such events provide a
unique, hands-on experience in inno-
vation projects on quantum technol-
ogy, in addition to the fact that they
create a perfect hub for networking
and collaboration opportunities.

In the future, similar events could
also be organized by the YIG@QMat,
so that more motivated QMat students
who were not able to join this time can
do so.

WELCOME TO NEW
STUDENTS

We welcome the new QMat stu-
dents of 2019 and 2020 into our com-
muntiy. In 2019, 55 of the 98 appli-
cants were accepted, 30% for the M1
and 70% for the M2. Over 60% of the
applicants will receive a QMat fellow-
ship, which is awarded to support ex-
cellent students. This year’s applicants
have a diverse and international back-
ground, with only half of the applicants
being French and the other half from
countries on four different continents.

In 2020, due to Covid, 54 new mas-
ter students were accepted, but only 44

students were able to join QMat. De-
spite the pandemic, still a large frac-
tion of the applicants have a diverse
international background. This estab-
lishes QMat as a graduate school with
a highly international profile. We wish
all those students who could join us a
warm welcome.

We are also happy about the new
PhD students that entered QMat. This
includes former QMat master students,
but also new students coming from all
over the world.

NEW PARTNERSHIPS WITH
EXTERNAL INSTITUTIONS
QMat started to build partnerships
with other academic and industrial
partners, who are willing to participate
in QMat training events, and offer in-
ternship projects, which are part of the
QMat student curriculum. These part-
ners will thus enhance the education
opportunities for QMat students, and
hopefully further institutions or com-
panies will join in the future. As Profes-
sor Shannon Whitlock put it: “We look
forward to working together and wel-
come more interested partners if they are
willing to be involved.”

January 2020

QUSTEC MSCA
Between January and December 2020,
ten PhD candidates joined the Uni-
versity of Strasbourg as part of the
tri-national MSCA COFUND program
“QUSTEC”, which is co-funded by
the European Union. Their research
projects were selected because of the
strong synergy with QMat and they
will be involved in both QMat and
special QUSTEC activities. The fellows
carry out their doctoral projects as
members of different research labora-
tories at the institutes IPCMS, ISIS and
in the future CESQ, located on the
campuses Esplanade and Cronenbourg
.

QUSTEC is a 4-year training pro-
gram in quantum science and tech-
nologies offered by five academic insti-
tutions: Universities of Freiburg, Stras-
bourg, Basel, the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology, Walther Meißner Insti-
tut in Munich and one industrial part-
ner: IBM Research in Zurich, under
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the coordination of the Eucor – The
European Campus. The program aims
at strengthening the collaboration be-
tween the involved institutions that
contribute in the second quantum rev-
olution.

QUSTEC has a fundamentally in-
terdisciplinary and international ap-
proach. The academic and industrial
research projects from France, Ger-
many and Switzerland are complemen-
tary and investigate quantum phenom-
ena at the interface of physics, chem-
istry, material sciences and computing.
As one of the building blocks of this
cross-border research community, the
QMat graduate school contributes to
the QUSTEC program as a co-funding
partner, and with its established con-
sortium of the research laboratories in
Strasbourg and the associated interna-
tional scientific network.

The integration of QUSTEC into Eu-
cor opens up a multitude of opportu-
nities for doctoral candidates not only
at one, but at all five member univer-
sities. As the project coordinator, Eu-
cor promotes the harmonisation of the
research policies across the European
Campus.

“The constant dialog between Eucor
central office and the research support
services of the partaking Universities en-
ables us to create the tailored train-
ing programs open to all doctoral can-
didates in the QUSTEC network” adds
J. Nieden, director of the European
Campus.

More information on the projects
and the fellows can be found on-
line [1].

February 7th & 8th 2020

7TH FRENCH PHYSICISTS’
TOURNAMENT

The French Physicists’ Tournament
is an annual event organised by the
Youth Commission of the French Phys-
ical Society. It is an opportunity for
French students to meet and exchange
through oratorical jousting around
open physics problems, all taking place
in English. Created in 2014, this year
it has welcomed 13 teams of L3/M1
level students who debated on eleven
problems. During the “Physics Fights”
– real marathons of scientific debate –
the teams take on different roles with
the students taking turns in presenting

results, criticizing and arguing about
the work of another team, or moder-
ating a scientific debate.

The master students Adrien An-
doche and Vincent Hardel benefited
from QMat support to participate
in the French Physicists’ Tournament
2020 in Paris.

“We, Adrien ANDOCHE and HARDEL
Vincent, are QMat M1 students at Stras-
bourg University. We have participated
to the French Physicists’ Tournament
(FPT), on the 7th and 8th of February
2020. The goal was to look at several ev-
eryday life physical phenomena during
all the first semester and a part of the
second one. We built all the experimen-
tal setup thanks to QMat funding. There
were eleven different topics starting from
the understanding of a whirlpool in bot-
tles to electrical and optical properties
of pickles, when they are submitted to a
high voltage. The tournament took place
at Jussieu University, in Paris. We shared
our results with 12 other universities
and researchers for two days. It has been
an opportunity to exchange with other
groups as scientists and to have another
view of the subjects that we have treated.
Finally, we highly encourage those who
have the opportunity to participate in
FPT, even if it needs strong investment.”

Another team is already ready to
represent Strasbourg to the next edi-
tion that will take place the 12th &
13th of February 2021 online !

Official logo of the 8th French Physicists’
Tournament.

Source : fpt.science

September 3rd-4th 2020

KSOP-QMAT SUMMER
SCHOOL 2020

Multiple QMat students took part this
year in a French-German summer
school jointly organized by the KIT
(KSOP - Karlsruhe School of Optics
and Photonics) and University of Stras-
bourg (QMat). The KSOP-QMat Sum-
mer School brought young scientists
from around the world together in a

new online format to dive into fascinat-
ing recent advancements in the field of
Optics & Photonics.

Screenshots from the online conferences.
Adapted from the organization

committee’s facebook page.

Some QMat PhD students presented
posters of their work, in an innovative
online poster session. The best poster
award in the Photonics Materials and
Devices Research Area went to QMat
PhD student Denis Janković for his
poster on Quantum Information Pro-
cessing. Congratulations to Denis for
his poster and his excellent represen-
tation of QMat!

CANCELLED EVENTS
Like so many others, QMat was
strongly affected by the pandemic.
Some seminars could be moved online,
but many events – especially the so-
cial events where QMat students meet
and exchange – had to be called off:
The BBQ planned for this summer, the
Christmas dinner, and the traditional
beer after the YIG meeting could all
not take place. Not only these, but also
some scientific events that were meant
to be held in person needed to be
postponed or fully cancelled. This year,
there were no live-seminars, but luck-
ily some dedicated students organized
an excellent alternative in the QMat
Café. Also the Journeée de l’Université
had to be held online this year. In ad-
dition, many external events could not
be visited by QMat students as orig-
inally planned. An exhaustive list of
those events is impossible to give in
one paragraph, as Covid affected ev-
ery single student, but to name two ex-
amples, we have the IFF Spring school
in Juelich and the African School of
Physics. Last but not least, much of the
university education, both in summer
and in winter, had to be moved online.
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We hope that despite these difficulties,
the students can continue to advance
their knowledge and that soon, live
events will be possible again.

October 19

YIG BACK AGAIN

Welcome on board to the new YIG
members!

On October 19, the Young Investi-
gators Group (YIG) members met for
the first time this academic year. This
event took place in the auditorium of
IPCMS, together with an online live
stream for those unable to join in per-
son due to Covid restrictions.

In this reunion the participants
were introduced to the YIG commu-
nity, explaining who the students from
QMat are and in which activities they
are involved. Several projects are wait-
ing for young scientists to attend and
participate. Some of them were listed
by then master student representative
Denis Janković: the creation of an on-
line resource library, the redaction of
written supports for L3, M1 and M2
lectures, the organization of the QMat
café, creation of goodies, organization
of mini-workshops and the proposal of
a new board of QMat student coor-
dinators responsible for each current
project.

A new, innovative project was pro-
moted by the PhD student Mauricio
Gomez Viloria: a QMat quantum com-
puting club to learn together about
emerging quantum hard- and software.

Finally, the call for candidates of
new Master and PhD students repre-
sentative listed: Océane Poncet (M1
Physics), Léon Schmidt (M1 Materi-
als) and Mauricio Gomez Viloria (act-
ing PhD representative for this year) as
new QMat representative students. We
wish them great success!

QMAT CAFÉ 1.0 ONLINE

What’s better than a coffee break?
A scientific coffee break! This is the
spirit of the QMat cafés, which were
born from a collaboration between
members of the YIG and researchers,
teachers, and students not only from
UniStra, but also from other institu-
tions inside and outside of France.

The QMat cafés have been a re-
curring appointment and became al-
most a tradition during the last spring.
Although the lockdown prevented us
from physically gathering around a
coffee, it did not affect the lectures
and the exchanges that followed. From
experienced scientists to young stu-
dents, the QMat cafés put speakers
from all over the world on the stage:
Researchers from France (UniStra,
CNRS Strasbourg & Paris), Switzerland
(ETH), and the USA (MIT, Maryland)
presented on different topics ranging
from globular clusters in the milky
way to the Rydberg polaritons pass-
ing through superconducting quantum
processors. We hope new series of talks
will come for the QMat café in 2021,
but until then let’s settle for the replay
of the lectures that are available on the
QMat UniStra Youtube channel in the
playlist <QMat Café | Academic> [2].

WELCOME ALENA &
PAUL-ANTOINE!

Alena Gradt is the new QMat
project manager since July. “I’m happy
to join this project and hope to con-
tribute to the organization of different
students’ activities.”

Professor Paul-Antoine Hervieux
joined the QMat board of coordinators,
replacing Professor Stefan Haacke – “I
am a professor of physics at the Uni-
versity of Strasbourg and researcher at
the Institute of Physics and Chemistry
of Materials (IPCMS). My main research
interests include the theoretical and nu-
merical modelling of quantum dynam-
ical processes in metallic and magnetic
nanostructures, atomic and molecular
collision processes and nuclear spin qu-
dits for quantum information process-
ing. At the same time, in recent years
I have been developing a theoretical ac-
tivity around the Gbar experiment at
CERN, the aim of which is to measure
the action of gravity on antimatter. I
am also passionate about the history of
physics and in particular about the his-
tory of quantum mechanics. My involve-
ment in QMat concerns the organisation
of the training program. My main ambi-
tion would be to create a strong student
community around the newly fascinat-
ing domain of quantum technologies.”

Welcome Alena and Paul-Antoine!

YIG SURVEY 2020: YOU
VOTED!

In October, about two dozen stu-
dents participated in our yearly YIG
survey regarding QMat’s upcoming
projects.

Most participants were Master stu-
dents (70%) and the other 30% are
doing their PhD. We did not have
any participants from Licence (Bach-
elor). In terms of field of research,
60% of the students are interested
in condensed matter topics (material
sciences, atomic/molecular physics),
while the rest was equally distributed
between particle physics and astron-
omy.

Who is already involved in the
QMat activities? Apparently already
63% of the participants are working
on student representation, QMat café,
the quantum computing club initiative
and/or on our newsletter. We hope to
encourage more students to join our
projects.

QMat café 2.0
For our QMat café talks and sem-

inars, most participants prefer Mon-
days (77%), evenly divided between
students that either prefer talks during
the morning (before 11 am) or during
the afternoon (after 2 PM).

The most desired topic was
quantum information (88%, multi-
ple choice), followed by industrial
talks (77%) and condensed mat-
ter (nanophysics, material science,
atomic/molecular physics) with 66%.
Other popular choices were astro-
physics, complex systems and high
energy physics.

QMat Industry Spring Event

Preferred dates for the QMat Industry
Spring Event
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About 90% of participants are will-
ing to attend the upcoming interna-
tional event with foreign partners in
industry and academy, preferably al-
ready in early February.

European Summer School on
Quantum Information and Technol-
ogy

Topic preferences for a summer school on
quantum information and technologies

The European Summer School on
Quantum Information and Technology
is an event proposal that attempts to
offer QMat students and fellows the
chance to meet up with high-level ex-
perts in the topics of quantum in-
formation processing and technology.
All participants agreed that it would
contribute positively to our graduate
school.

About 67% of the survey partic-
ipants are willing to attend in this
event. For the moment, at least 4 stu-
dents are joining the advisory board,
with more willing to help with ei-
ther administrative organization, bud-
get management, advertising the event
or scheduling activities.

All participants agreed that it
should be organized in partnership
with other graduate schools if possible.
The students show interest in a diverse
set of topics, and there is no strongly
favoured topic.

Student representatives
All participants approve the pro-

posal of student representatives for
2020: Océane Poncet (Master Physics),
Léon Schmidt (Master Materials) and
Mauricio Gómez Viloria (acting PhD
representative for this year). You know
who to contact now, congrats to the
new representatives!

WHAT’S UP NEXT?

Scientific events

QMAT CAFÉ 2.0

With the recent success of the first
online scientific talk series of QMat
Café (available in the QMat Youtube
Channel) where several topics were in-
clude, a second series of these talks will
be launch at the beginning of 2021,
with the hope of reaching a hybrid on-
line/offline format. The topics will in-
clude those voted for in the YIG survey
2020. These talks will include partici-
pation from local and external experts,
and young researchers from master
and doctoral programs.

Stay tune for updates on the
Youtube Channel and via the YIG mail-
ing list. To propose specific topics,
speakers, or ideas, we encourage to
contact the QMat Café organizing team
or the project coordinator Manuel Mor-
gado (see below).

DO WE NEED A QUANTUM
COMPUTING CLUB?

The answer seems to be “Yes!” The
interest is noticeable, and in the 2020
QMat takeoff survey, 80% of partici-
pants were either motivated or curi-
ous to learn about quantum computing
(QC), and quantum information was
the most requested topic for our QMat
café seminars! But what is a quantum
computing club exactly?

QMat itself was founded with the
goal of preparing the next generation
of quantum scientists and engineers. A
QC branch of YIG would certainly ben-
efit the program and try to answer this
question for many of its fellows.

According to the QMat survey, half
of the participants only know about
quantum computing through popular
science articles, and 12% admit know-
ing nothing about the topic. Neverthe-
less, 75% of the survey participants
gave the idea of creating our own QC
branch 5 out of 5 points on a scale
of importance. The first goal of a YIG
QC subgroup should be to provide re-
sources to our students so they can

learn more about the quantum infor-
mation field in a university environ-
ment.

The proposal
We want to gather a group of stu-

dents who want to develop quantum
information resources. We are plan-
ning to kick-start the project with an
online workshop (2021, date to be an-
nounced) on how to program a quan-
tum computer. An astounding 100% of
the participants of the QMat survey de-
clared that they wish to participate.

The first workshop would be analo-
gous to the IBM event of 2019, where
QMat invited IBM experts on the sub-
ject to give a workshop on Qiskit, a
free online resource that allows you
to create your own quantum circuit
on a real quantum computer (see
Quantum Computing Seminar article
above). More workshops like this may
follow later.

Once we determine how many
students are motivated to work on
this branch, we can start to create a
database of resources and links to re-
lated content. Material from the work-
shops developed by the members of
QC branch can also be posted in the
database. By the end of the academic
year, we should have a group of moti-
vated members who already know the
basics to participate in hackathons and
other international events. Collaborat-
ing with other universities’ QC clubs
would be ideal.

Our main topics of interest are
quantum algorithms, quantum cryp-
tography, quantum machine learning
as they were the most requested in the
QMat survey.

A YIG QC branch is not supposed
to replace YIG. There will not be any
exclusive memberships cards (you can
join or leave whenever you want) and
the QC branch can suggest events to
YIG but is not supposed to organize
any events by its own.

What do we call it again?
“Club” is not the exclusive termi-

nology, other universities use different
terms like society, association, or just
“quantum”. The full title of the YIG QC
branch has yet to be decided, the pro-
posals suggested by the participants of
the survey were QC@YIG, YIG QClub,
YIG iQlub, Quanputer club, QCluster
and some more elaborate names like
Strasbourg Quantum Computing Asso-
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ciation.
If you want to start learning about

QC right now and/or want to help or-
ganizing the workshop, you may con-
tact the coordinator of the project
Mauricio Gómez Viloira at mauri-
cio.gomezviloria@ipcms.unistra.fr.

ONLINE SPRING INDUSTRY
DAY
In February, QMat will organize a much
anticipated online quantum industry
event and jobs fair in partnership with
the Quantum Excellence Network – a
partnership between the Universities
of Strasbourg, Sherbrooke, Hamburg
and Macquarie University. The aim of
this event is to connect future quan-
tum experts with research and industry
leaders across the globe. The event will
include overview talks by field lead-
ers and talks by leading companies
in quantum computing, quantum sens-
ing, quantum communication, and en-
abling quantum technologies. Special
features of the event include an inter-
active entrepreneurship session and a
job fair with virtual booths for one-on-
one discussions between students and
industry professionals.

Dates: 07-14 February 2021, every
evening from 20h30 to 23h00.

More information and registration
can be found online [4].

External events

SUMMER FRENCH COURSE
For international QMat students that
want to learn French, there is a great

opportunity. As many of you know, last
year some international students of
QMat were involved in an introductory
French language course (A1/A2 level).
This year, it is planned that some new
cohort students will do the same for
the second half of August 2020, how-
ever, if any current QMat student is
willing to join in such a course in
the future, please contact the board of
QMat. They will be happy to sign you
in for the summer french course. Please
send an email to qmat@unistra.fr

QUANTUM COURSES IN
ED182

In January, the École Doctorale de
Physique et Chimie-Physique (ED182)
will offer a course in quantum sim-
ulation and quantum computing with
atomic qubits. While this technology
is still in its early days, quantum sim-
ulators and quantum computers are
set to become indispensable tools for
high-performance scientific computing
and hybrid quantum-classical comput-
ing for many-body physics, quantum
chemistry, material science, mathemat-
ics, optimization, machine learning,
and presumably other, yet undiscov-
ered applications. The lecture series
and problem solving sessions intro-
duces the principles of quantum simu-
lation and quantum computing, focus-
ing on cutting edge implementations
with real physical systems.

Lecturer: Prof. Shannon Whitlock
Dates: 18, 19, 25 and 26 January 2021
- from 15h00 - 18h00
More information can be found online
[3]

CALL FOR ARTICLES

As we all are enjoying the winter, we
are sure that in the last few months
all of us had exciting experiences, and
some of you may want to write about
them in the coming newsletter! Every-
thing is welcome, from scribbled notes
that we can use to write an article to a
summary of scientific article summary
where QMat is acknowledge! You can
take it as a great opportunity to relive
your experiences and to practice some
English writing. If you are interested in
writing or have already written some-
thing please kindly send us an email.
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LINKS
[1] eucor-uni.org/en/qustec/

[2] https://www.youtube.
com/channel/
UCDwYjDqktfQLxXYtDA0MhHg

[3] http://edpcp.u-strasbg.fr/
wp-content/uploads/2015/02/
QC2021_lecture_sw.pdf

[4] quantumexcellence.org
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